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ABSTRACT. At the introduced scientific article, we provide an algorithm for robust and stable for lane 
detection using only a single line scan camera. Our solution is directly applicable to the automatic car’s 
concepts, when high-speed full-frame cameras are not useful either for their cost or for poor performance in 
road environment. 
 
Automobile stability is critical while taking maneuvers at high speed or in dynamic environment. 

It affects both safety and comfort of driving. In this article, we propose theoretical algorithm and its 
implementation in model automotive car.  

The aim of this work is to propose robust and fault-tolerant algorithm for lane detection using 
single-lined frame. It is suitable for applications, which need high-speed and low-resolution data about 
lane state (electronic stability control, lane departure control, etc.) 

For implementation of the given algorithm, we used NXP Cup car model, which is a rear-
wheeled car model at 1:12 scale. Line scan camera has 90 degrees field of view and installed at 26.5 
cm height, that corresponds to 1.1 m height in the real-world scaled car. Car is riding track at 4.5 m/s 
that corresponds to 194 km/h speed of real-world scaled car. 

The line scan camera module consists of a CMOS linear sensor array of 128 pixels and an 
adjustable lens. This camera has a 1x128 resolution. The lane track is a track consisted of white body 
(58 cm) and two black edges 2.5 cm each. Output of camera is linearly proportional to pixel 
brightness. Wide FOV lens combined with low camera resolution makes lane edges smaller than 1 px, 
so more sophisticated algorithms required [1]. 

Our algorithm has a pipeline structure, which consists of the following steps: image acquisition, 
noise reduction, edges enhancement, thresholding and dynamic lane extraction. Image acquisition is 
done in hardware, as a result we get a frame of raw pixel values, arriving at 1500 frames per second 
(FPS).  

For noise reduction, we use mean filter with variable kernel size from 3 to 7, which depends on 
overall luminosity of the road. It allows us to get rid of surface inconsistency and shade edges, which 
can be mistakenly detected as lines.  

For edge enhancement, we use custom developed kernel that combines 1st and 2nd derivatives of 
the input signal. Kernel is then convolved with previously denoised frame. 

{ 2, 1,7, 1, 2}k = − − − −    (1) 
This kernel allowed us to come over subpixel line width to pixel size by magnifying small difference, 
which occurs on lane sides. 

When we made edges visible, it is right time to reduce false positive results. To make it, we use 
special filter, introduced in [2]. Using disturbance curve on small windows (usually, ten probable line 
width), it is possible to detect sufficient outliers. With real road conditions, they can be sun glitches, 
oncoming traffic front lights and so on. In our implementation, we use 3σ  rule for pixels: if pixel 
intensity lies more than 3σ  from disturbance curve on window, it is considered the false positive.  

As we have inconsistent background and various noise on the real track, these issues should be 
taken into account while developing algorithm and testing in idealized conditions. We used NICK 
adaptive thresholding [3], as it works as robust edge detector for inconsistent backgrounds and was 
originally used for OCR of ancient documents. Threshold value is computed with formula: 
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Where k is a Niblack factor, m is a mean grey value for window, ip  is a pixel intensity and N is a 

window size. Niblack factor was chosen empirically and needs to be adjusted according to weather 
conditions. In our application, k is small negative number because we are interested in slightly lower 
threshold.  

When we have our stable binary image that represents lane and side lines, we use some 
heuristics to achieve 95% failsafe detectors. This heuristic is represented with decision tree, which 
prunes false positive results using rules that describe standard track. We assume that between frames 
lines positions changed only a little, so we decided to sort line importance inversely proportional to its 
distance from line position at previous frame.  In addition, we search for left and right edges of lane at 
the corresponding sides of detected lane center in previous frame. 

Pruning algorithm involves cleanup of data that definitely cannot be a lane edge:  
− Lane width is not in 75% confidence interval for lane width between the pair of found 

edges 
− Both edges are on the same side from lane center at previous frame 
− Edges are standard for given traffic code (width and color) 

After pruning, we select edges that form a lane with center nearest to lane center at previous 
frame. These steps allowed us to differentiate lane in straight lines, crossroads, curves and hard corners 
with high robustness and reliability. 

Conclusion. To test our algorithm, we took part in the championship. We took 1st place in 
semi-final of EMEA Cup. For about the year of testing, we faced almost none (< 1%) derailment 
through the fault of algorithm. As a result of this work, stable algorithm for online lane detection using 
single horizontal line was developed. Tests shown high robustness to weather conditions and perfect 
reliability with tolerance to false positives.  
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